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is being written at a critical juncture
article
in the strug
in
for
human
and
human
gle
rights,
general,
religious
rights, in
a
moment
At
of
in
the
role
human
this,
particular.
defining
rights
and Jewish
(NGOs),
non-governmental
organizations
generally,
in particular,
in that struggle, a discussion
the
NGOs,
including
and
the
that
contrasting
principles
underpin
perspectives
differing
roles of Jewish NGOs
in the U.S.
and Canada
appears
advocacy
most opportune.
This

Indeed, the at times dramatically differentpublic advocacy of

American

and Canadian

Jewish NGOs

is reflective

not only of the

distinct legal cultures inwhich they respectively repose, but in
the different

Jewish NGO

perspectives,

if not principles,

which

they espouse.

This having been said, the public advocacy that they engage in

is taking

place

in a revolutionary

era for human

rights, where,

as

Father Robert Drinan put it, in a pithy and prescient dictum on the
eve

of the

tional

1990s,

"the
norm

of human rights into an
elevation
is the most
dramatic
development

juridical
history of contemporary
jurisprudence."1
On the one hand, there has been a

literal explosion

interna
in the

of human

rights,where human rights is the organizing idiom of our political

as itwere, as the "new secular
culture, and has emerged,
religion
of our times." At the same time, however,
in the dialectics
of
revolution
and counter revolution
in human rights, the violations
of human rights continue unabated.
The homeless
of America,
the

hungry of Africa, the imprisoned of Asia and theMiddle East can

be forgiven
if they think the human rights revolution
has some
how passed
them by. While
the silent tragedy of the Kurds,
the
ethnic cleansing
in the Balkans,
the horror of Sarajevo,
the agony
of Angola
are metaphor
and Rwanda
and message
of the assault
and
abandonment
human
upon,
of,
rights in our time.
What
is true of the human
and counter
rights revolution

revolution of thisDickensian era in human rights,with its best of

times and worst of times, is also true of the state of
hu
religious
man rights, in particular.
On the one hand, freedom of religion
is
one of the most fundamental
of human rights ?
the primacy
of

the rights constitutionalized in both theAmerican Bill of Rights

and

the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
in the
anchored
international
law. Indeed,
it is entrenched
corpus of contemporary
in each of the major
international
human rights treaties,
including,

inter alia, Articles 1(2) and 55(c) of theUN Charter,2Article 18
of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights,3 Article II of
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of theCrime of
Genocide,4 Article 4 of the 1965 International Convention on the
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Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,5 Article 18 of
the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,6
Principle VII of the 1975 Final Act of theHelsinki Conference on
and Cooperation
in Europe,7
7 of the Interna
Article
Security
on the Elimination
tional Convention
of All Forms of Discrimina

tion Against Women,8 and Article 14 of the 1989 Convention on
theRights of the Child.9 In fact, this special status of freedom of
religion in international human rights law is furtherbuttressed by
the fact that it is non-derogable

even

in times of emergency

under

Article 4(2) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, 1966,10as well as Article 27(2) of theAmerican Conven
tion on Human

Rights,

1969.11

this "critical
mass"
of protection
notwithstanding
of religion
in both constitutional
and international
remains "the most persistently
violated
law, freedom of religion
human right in the annals of the species."12
in
Indeed, "religious
tolerance
has generated more wars, misery and suffering than any
or bias,"13 and is not unrelated
other type of discrimination
to
However,
for freedom

conflict of our day.
tribal, or "civilizational"14
this
dialectical
character
of religious
Interestingly
enough,
human rights, with
its consecration
in law, on the one hand, and
in its massive
violations
of religion, on the other, finds expression

much

of the ethnic,

in the historiography of the Jewish religion and the experience of

the Jewish

people.

On one level, the Jewish religion, like religions generally, is at

the core of universal
It therefore fol
human rights as a whole.15
as the new "secular
lows that if human rights has emerged
relig
ion" of our time, then the Jewish religion
(or Christian, Moslem,

Hindu)

is at

as
the foundation
of this new "secular
religion,"
the
in
normative
exhortation
the
Jewish
of
symbolized
by
religion
?
to "repair the world."16
Tikkun Olam
the responsibility
as well as the notion of BeTselem,
This responsibility,
that we
are all created
or
in the image of God,
is the essence
of religions
ganized

around

the inherent dignity

of the human

person,

and

the

equal dignity of all persons. Jewish lore has often elaborated on
this theme, as reflected in the following story from the Talmud:
"What is themost importantverse in thewhole Bible?" asked Ben

a Talmudic
Azai,
sage. His answer was, "The verse from the Book
in the Divine
'Man was
of Genesis
created
that says:
image.'"
?

?
Clearly, that verse establishes for Jews
the fundamental

relationship

between

and for JewishNGOs

one

person

and

another.

All were created in the image of God. Therefore, Judaism holds,
all are entitled

to equal

respect

for their dignity

and worth.
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Similarly, endeavoring to highlight the intrinsicvalue of life,

the Talmud

provides

that when

a witness

in a capital

case

comes

to the witness stand, he must be admonished in the following

words:

"A

single man was

created

in order

to teach you

that if one

destroys a single person, it is as though he had destroyed the
population of theworld. And if he saves the life of a single per

it is as though he had saved the whole world."17
the Jewish religion's
commit
Yet,
notwithstanding
profound
ment to human rights (or perhaps
because
of it, as Norman
Cohn
son,

argued in his insightfulwork Warrant for Genocide),1* the history

of the Jewish people
abounds with violations
themselves
of Jew
?
ish religious
be
forced
conversions,
rights
they through
expul
?
as one of the
and yes, genocide
sions,
pogroms,
inquisitions,
most persistent and enduring hatreds
in all of human history.

In light of this tragic history, it is not surprising, therefore,

as legatees of the Jewish
that Jewish NGOs,
regarding themselves
trustees
and
of
the
Jewish
should have
committed
future,
past
to the promotion
themselves
and protection
of human
rights, in
and
in
To
human
general,
religious
rights,
particular.
combating
in
and
the
violations
of
freedom
of re
violations,
rights
general,

in particular.
a word
this juncture,
about definition
in order,
appears
our
to
with
discussion.
in re
Thus,
prior
proceeding
comparative
to
we
a
"Jewish"
have
definition
of
the
NGOs,
ferring
adopted
term "Jewish"
anchored
in a more
both
inclusive
notion
of
as well as in an appreciation
of what Jewish NGOs
in
Jewishness,
we
fact do. More
or
not
have
restricted
limited
the
particularly,
term "Jewish"
or sectarian definition
to its religious
of a Jew as a
or who has converted
born of a Jewish mother
to Juda
person
ligion,
At

the term "Jewish" will
re
refer to the intersecting
identities whose
ethnic, and national
ligious, cultural,
composite
defines what
itmeans
to be Jewish,20 and which
in fact is the mo
ism.19 Rather,

saic that defines Jewish NGOs, or the mosaic by which these
NGOs define themselves. As well, an appreciation of the Jewish
?

?
or mission
agenda,
statements,21 of the major
?
?
Jewish NGOs
reflects
and represents
forms.
variegated

Another way of describing thismosaic ?

and mainstream
this mosaic
in its

and of themultiple

in seeing Jews as a religion, a culture, an
configurations
a nation ?
ethnic group, a people,
can be discerned
from the
to
multi-faceted
the
approach
category of religious
rights alone.22
if one is to approach
the meaning
of the term "Jew"
Hence,
not from a perspective
of freedom of religion,
but freedom from
on grounds of religion,
discrimination
a similar
i.e., Jewishness,
involved
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Lerner put it, "In the case of
emerges. As Nathan
configuration
the Jews, ethnicity,
and culture are inextricably
inter
religion,
as
in the self-perception
of the victims of anti-semitism
woven,
as
in the perceptions
well
of the anti-semites."23

Accordingly, and linking this "typology" of being Jewish, to a
typology of JewishNGOs, the universe of JewishNGOs, both in
the U.S.

and

Canada,

be

may

said

to comprise

twelve

distinct

groupings.24

In lightof this inclusive notion of what itmeans to be Jewish,
and having regard to the configurative nature of the JewishNGO

to comparatively
examine
the hu
universe, we will now proceed
man rights advocacy
of Jewish NGOs,
with particular
reference to

the protection of religious human rights along the following four

themes:

International

Human

Discrimination,

Combating

and

Constitutional
Law,
Rights
the Lessons
of Advocacy.

Law,

of Jewish NGOs to the Development
of
The Contribution
International Human Rights Law in theMatter of
Influence
Religious Human Rights, and this "Legacy's"
on their Contemporary Public Advocacy
During the nineteenth century and up toWorld War II, Jewish
were

in the development
of five fundamental
instrumental
inter
the
foundation
of
which
constitute
contemporary
principles
II these groups made
human rights law; after World War
national
to the creation
of important instruments of
notable
contributions
in this
international
human rights law. The role of Jewish NGOs
mo
a
matter
historical
little
but
it
is
of
is
known,
process
great
ment
referred to as the in
is generally
in the emergence
of what
to sen
in addition
law of human rights. Significantly,
ternational

NGOs

sibilizing the world
as

community to the legalization of human

accounts
for Jewish
involvement
equally
in the contemporary
human rights agenda.
law
is
human
international
rights
contemporary
Although
or
as
a
II
War
phenomenon,
post-World
regarded
popularly
as it is sometimes
the "his
"United Nations
characterized,
Law,"
as
Thomas
human
of international
toric antecedents"25
rights,
it were,

rights,
NGO
participation

this

Buergenthal put it, are in fact rooted in developments that found
expression from the Congress of Vienna in 1815 to the Treaty of
Berlin in 1878; from theAmerican interventionon behalf of Ro

manian

Jewry

in 1902

to the U.S.

intercession

after the Kishinev

pogrom of 1905; from the Treaty of Paris in 1919-20 to theMi
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Treaties
Jewish NGOs.

norities

1921

?

a century

of historic

involvement

for

Admittedly, the level of Jewish experience of this century rep

resents

yet

another

of

example

endless

Jewish

persecution,

or

what Robert Wistrich has called the "enduring hatred"26 of the
as Pro
this century constituted,
level, however,
a
out
in
but
brilliant,
largely unknown,
Feinberg
pointed
and
of Human
"The International
Protection
article called
Rights
a historic watershed
of
in the development
the Jewish Question,"27
Jews. On

another

fessor

human
human
and religious
international
rights law in general,
so
international
hu
in
And
while
contemporary
rights
particular.
man rights law has met with a "consistent
viola
of
gross
pattern

human rights
rights" in spite of the international
to
the
from
1815
1921
witnessed
the re
century
legal regime,
verse:
in re
of international
human
law
the development
rights
to
the
violations
that
of
sponse
period.
Indeed, as Professor
per
Feinberg
points out, "the oppression,
were
and
which
the lot of Jewry in many
secutions,
sufferings
of the world,"28
lands stirred the conscience
leading to the con
of
five
international
to
doctrines
that were
ceptualization
legal
later form the foundation
of contemporary
international
human
in the area of religious
human
rights law, particularly
rights.
tions

of human

or principles,
These
included first, the Doctrine
doctrines,
of Hu
manitarian
Intervention:
this
that a
Namely,
provides
principle
state may
state if that other
intervene
in the affairs of another
state engages
in inhumane or uncivilized
conduct
that shocks
the
of mankind.
conscience
Second
is the principle
that the recogni
a
state
tion of the independence
is
upon that state's
of
contingent
and
eschewal
guarantee
of freedom
of religion
of discrimination
on the grounds
Third
is
the
of religion.
protection
of minorities
at
which
found
the
Paris
Peace
Conference
principle,
expression

in 1919-20 with the drafting of the Minorities Treaties. These

were

nition

described

of human

as a historic step "towards
the recog
by Feinberg
an
as
of
international
law."29
rights
integral part

Fourth, is the principle of universalization of rights, including
religious

human

rights, and

the very

idea

of a United

Nations,

an

idea which itself grew out of theMinorities Treaties. Finally, out
?

of the doctrine
of vulnerable
?
mankind

of humanitarian
intervention
from actions
that "shock
peoples
a fifth international
legal doctrine

or the protection
the conscience"
of
emerged,

namely,

the principle of accountability for Crimes Against Humanity,

which

the cornerstone
became
II.
lowing World War

of the Nuremberg

Principles

fol
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As Henri Rolin put it, the concept of crimes against humanity,
from a historical
of the hu
is "the logical outcome
point of view,
manitarian
intervention
acts
States
certain
odious
against
by
which
aroused
the conscience
of the civilized
world."30 Adds Al

bert de la Prudelle: "Where once the law of nations knew only

?
humanitarian
in
States
interventions
be it that of the United
?
or the great powers
in Rumania
it hereinafter
Kishinev
recog
to an
nized the subjection
of those guilty of inhuman persecutions
criminal
[international]
jurisdiction."31
article concludes
of the role of
with a discussion
Feinberg's
Jewish

in the promotion
organizations
in
and
Jewish human
rights
general,
are of particular
comments
relevance

Jewish NGOs
their public

and

of human
protection
in
His
rights,
particular.
to the understanding
of

today, and the "human rights" motif that drives

advocacy.

He writes:

The oppression, persecutions and sufferings which were the lot of
Jewry inmany lands stirred the conscience of the world in the pe
riod between the Congress of Vienna and the Paris Peace Confer
ence and prompted the Great Powers to intervene from time to
time on their behalf. Throughout that period, and at the Confer
ence itself, the Jews applied all their energy and initiative in the
international arena to the struggle against oppression and for the
assurance of Jewish rights and of respect for Jewish dignity. In
doing so, they made a noble contribution to the furtherance of
basic freedoms, and to the
fundamental human rights and Man's
of
international
law.32
public
development
it is not surpris
and jurisprudential
this moral
legacy,
a
made
notable
contri
should
have
Jewish
NGOs
that
ing, then,
inter
to
the
creation
of
six
alia,
bution,
important post-World War
in particular,
II international
human rights instruments,
including,
the Universal
Nations
the development
of the United
Charter,
on the Protection
the Convention
Declaration
of Human
Rights,
Given

and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the International
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and Economic Social and
on the Elimina
Convention
and the International
Rights,
For reasons of econ
Discrimination.
tion of All Forms of Racial
?
?
this contribution
elsewhere33
and as we have described
omy

Cultural

we will restrictmy remarks to the JewishNGO contributions re
specting the development of theUN Charter.
In addition to being present at its creation, Jewish NGOs
played

a formative

role

in the organization

of the San

Francisco

Conference in 1945 and the formulation of theUN Charter itself.
As

Lerner

put

it, "the WJC,

the American

Jewish Conference

and
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the Board of Deputies of British Jews made joint representations
to the San

while
their representatives
ap
concern
that an effective
their
expressing
proached
delegations,
Indeed, "the fate of
system of human rights should be adopted."34
to
the Jews at Hitler's
hands was a major
impetus for the decision
Francisco

Conference,

make the protection of human rights a principal purpose of the

United Nations."35
And
and in the wake
of the
so, in the ashes of the Holocaust,
and
of
the
in
the
Minorities
Treaties
guarantees
special
collapse
were prominent
the like, Jewish NGOs
those
among
organizations
in San
who, even before the United Nations
founding Conference
a
in
in
December
1944
"Declaration
Francisco,
joined
publishing
Bill of Human
that "an International
of Human
Rights"
asserting
must
In
be
reminiscent
of con
Rights
language
promulgated."36

international
human rights law doctrine,
temporary
they affirmed
to permit
that "no plea of sovereignty
shall ever again be allowed
to
within
nation
its
borders
those
fundamen
those
of
any
deprive
tal rights."37 They affirmed their belief
in "the equal and inalien
of
all
able
members
of
the
human
in the
rights
family." And,

words of Sidney Liskofsky, they acted on the credo "that the hu

man

and secured
in the degree
be respected
rights of Jews would
that the rights of all men were
and safeguarded,"38
honored
the
?
?
credo
that inspired the "church-state"
and principle
litiga
tion strategy of American
Jewish NGOs.

The Contribution
of Jewish NGOs to the Development
and Critique of Constitutional
Law in theMatter of
Religious Human Rights
We

now

will

Jewish NGO
matters

of

proceed

to offer

a comparative

perspective

of

instructive

not

involvement in the United States and Canada

religious

human

rights which

may

be

in

only with regard to the legal cultures of the two countries, and the
relationships of JewishNGOs to the larger culture of which they

are a part, but
rights as well.

in their respective

perspectives

on religious

human

The United States
The activities of JewishNGOs
mulation
of constitutional
and
man rights have been organized

in theUnited States in the for

statute
around

law regarding
religious
three basic themes:

hu

Human
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to manifest
and
of the freedom
guarantees
one's own belief (without coercion).
of the boundaries
maintenance
between
religion
?
?
and politics
of church and state
i.e., the separation
States Constitution.
in accordance
with the United
and non
3. Ensuring
the right to equality,
equal citizenship,
in matters of religious human rights.
discrimination

1. Ensuring
maintain
2. Ensuring

or
Jewish defense
human
of religious
through the courts,
in relation to issues of sepa

of three major U.S.
the activities
in
and protection
the
promotion
ganizations39
not
exclusively,
rights, largely, though again
Indeed,

and

largely,

not exclusively,

though

in the

ration of church and state, embody the role of JewishNGOs

promotion

and

underlying

their advocacy

protection

of

human

religious

in general.

rights

They equally represent a case-study of the organizing principle
of "promotion

and protection,"

namely

"that the rights of Jews would only be secure when the rights of

to this princi
of all faiths were equally
secure."40 Faithful
people
more
Jewish
filed
amicus
the
three
American
have
NGOs
ple,
than of Jews.41
briefs on behalf of the rights of non-Jews
case
in which
the American
As
it happened,
the first major

Jewish Committee

(hereinafter the AJC),

Jewish Congress

American

?
filed a legal brief

the ADL,
Pierce

and the

v. Society

of Sisters of theHoly Names of Jesus and Mary42 had nothing to
with

do directly

the religious

human

rights of Jews,

as

the name

of the case itself implied. The AJC filed a brief in thePierce case

an Oregon
to challenge
that
law, inspired by the Ku Klux Klan,
to
schools.
all
children
attend
public
required
?
?
effect
of the law
and ultimate prospective
The real intent
was to put Catholic
out
business.
There
schools
of
were,
parochial
one
no
in
and
Jewish
schools
however,
Oregon,
might
parochial
But this
wonder what the nexus of this case was to a Jewish NGO.
case was

to emerge as a defining moment
in the litigation strategy
for it
sister organizations,
and that of its associated
were to declare
and
this case that these Jewish NGOs

of the AJC,
was through

establish the underlying theme of their litigation strategy as set
that religious rights of Jewswould only be secure
forthearlier?
if the religious rights of people of other faiths were equally se
cure. Hence,

even

though

there were

no Jewish

parochial

schools

in Oregon at that time, AJC filed its brief on the side of the

Catholic

schools.

parents

to educate

The

Supreme

the law holding that, inter alia,
their children

Court

unanimously

struck

down

it interferedwith the liberty of

as they wished.

This

decision,

as
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to the Committee
Samuel
Rabinove,
put it, "has
legal counsel
Carta of Parochial
Schools."43
been termed the Magna
case was
in
the first of a series of cases
In effect, the Pierce

which the AJC was to uphold religious rights, freedoms, and
practices for people of all faiths. Thus, in the 1943 case of West

v. Barnette,44
the compulsory
"flag salute" case, the AJC
in accordance
the right of Jehovah's Witness
children,
supported
to refuse to salute
the
with
their parents'
convictions,
religious
Virginia

flag in public school. Justice Robert Jackson, speaking for the
of religious
the constitutional
court, directly addressed
guarantee
"If there is any fixed star in our constitu
freedom and pluralism:
it is that no official,
tional constellation,
high or petty, can pre
in politics,
scribe what shall be orthodox
nationalism,
religion, or

or
or force citizens
to confess
of opinion
other matters
by word
which permit
act their faith therein. If there are any circumstances
any exception,
they do not occur to us."45
v. Verner,46
in the 1963 landmark case of Sherbet
Likewise,

theAJC filed a brief in support of the rightof a Seventh-Day Ad

benefits where
she
ventist to receive unemployment
compensation
on
to
Satur
her
work
had refused to accept employment
requiring
day. The Supreme Court held that for the state to disqualify Mrs.
she refused to work on
Sherbert for such benefits
solely because
on
a
her
im
decision
based
beliefs,
Saturday,
religious
squarely
an
on
free
exercise
of
her
unconstitutional
burden
religion.
posed
As Justice Brennan, writing for the majority,
put it: "To condition
to vio
of benefits upon this woman's
the availability
willingness
of
faith
her
late a cardinal
effectively
penal
religious
principle
of her constitutional
ized the free exercise
liberties."47
in a series of cases where
More
secular and
recently, however,
ones
and sectarian
in
liberal Jewish NGOs
conservative
joined

filing amici in support of the free exercise of religion, the deci

?
of the Supreme Court raise some serious
and as yet unan
?
swered questions
of the
about the nature, scope, and efficiency
v.
free exercise
For example,
clause.
in the case
of Goldman
sions

Weinberger,4*where theAJC joined with the Christian Legal So
ciety in upholding the right of an Orthodox Jew in theAir Force
to wear his yarmulke indoors while on duty, the court held that
the denial of this rightwas not a breach of the "free exercise

Protec
in Lyng v. Northwest
clause."
Indian Cemetery
Similarly,
the court held that the free exercise
tive Association,
clause
does
not prohibit
site re
the construction
of a road through a sacred
in Oregon Department
vered for centuries
by Indians. Finally,
of
v.
court
Human
Resources
eroded
the threshold princi
Smith, the
cases
in the Sherbert
that the govern
and Yoder
ple established
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of religion
in the
free exercise
may not restrict a person's
absence
of a demonstrable
state interest. The de
and compelling
sent "shock waves"49
cision
and
through the Jewish community,
while
its effects were mitigated
in the Lukumi50 case
somewhat

ment

where the JewishNGOs filed their amici briefs, it required a con
statute, the recently enacted Religious
gressional
ration Act was
to remedy the adverse
required
Smith decision.
been

Freedom

fall-out

Resto
the

from

Interestingly,while theAJC and its sister JewishNGOs

have

of the free exercise
of religion,"51
proponents
they
no less vigorously,
have opposed,
with
any state "entanglement"
in the wall of separation
and
between Church
religion "or breach
or govern
in the public
schools,
State,"52 be it by way of religion
"vigorous

ment aid to religious schools, or religious symbols on public
property. This
approach
to the principles
below,
Jewish NGO
church-state
For instance,
the AJC

stands

in direct

contrast,

and

as

discussed
Canadian

underlying
perspectives
strategy.
filed amicus briefs in a series of cases
in
prayer and Bible
involving
state-sponsored
organized
reading
are
cases
not
These
of
schools.53
public
examples
compelling
only
the church-state
in the U.S.,
but of the
controversy
"separation"
to the
adherence
liberal and secular
Jewish NGOs
of the major
a
came
to
The
issue
head
in
the
land
"separationist"
ideology.
v. Vitale54 and Abington
v.
mark cases
of Engel
School
District

state
where
the Supreme
Court
that such
held
Schempp,55
in
conduct violated
the "establishment"
clause. While
sanctioned
a
court
the
struck
down
for
prayer
Engel
state-composed
public
school use, Schempp went beyond that to rule that state-sponsored
from the Bible,
of any prayer, or devotional
recitation
reading
which
the "establishment"
clause. The decisions,
caused
breached
as being anti
a furor at the time, and were widely
denounced
?
a certain
anti-Christian
and un-American
engendered
religious,
the Jewish NGOs,
which were
backlash
accused,
along
against
with the Supreme Court, "of trying to remove God from the class
room." While

subsequent

attempts

during

the Reagan,

Bush,

and

Clinton administrations to amend the First Amendment to permit
organized
Republican
controlled

the more recent
school prayer have not been successful,
"Contract with America,"
supported by a Republican
in support,
Democrats
with
conservative
and
Congress

might make it a reality; and JewishNGOs
forefront

are once again at the

of the opposition.
aid to religious
As for government
schools,
just as there are
does not prevent
clause
that the establishment
those who believe
there are also those
state organized
schools,
prayer in the public
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who feel that it does not bar a state from subsidizing parochial

even if their reason for being
a religious
is to propagate
schools,
faith. To this effect, the U.S.
Court
has
certain
upheld
Supreme
kinds of state aid to religious
in the form of bus trans
schools
secular
textbook
loans (the Allen57
(the Everson56
portation
case),
and services
for the health and welfare
of the student (the
case),
the performance
of these services
Wolman5*
is es
case), provided
secular.
sentially
This
been
Court
has equally
said, the U.S.
having
Supreme
stated, and the three Jewish NGOs
have, in contrast to their Cana
dian counterparts,
that it is not a proper function of gov
argued,
ernment
to advance
the religious
mission
and so it has struck down state attempts

of parochial
schools,
to fund specific
educa

tional activities within parochial schools.59As theAJC has put it,

"the predominant

view

of the Jewish Community

is that all

relig

ions will flourish best ifgovernment keeps its hands off, neither

to hinder

nor to help
Notwithstanding,

them."60
in the

1993

case

of Zobrest

v. Catalina

Foothills School District*1 the Supreme Court ruled (5-4) that the
establishment
clause
for a sign language
school.

parochial

not bar using government money
to pay
a
to
deaf
student
in a
accompany
interpreter
this
decision
the
first
marked
time
Significantly,
does

that the Court has allowed a public employee to be part of a re
instructional
program.
ligious school's
It now appears
that the major
"parochial"

years immediately ahead in the U.S.

battleground

in the

is likely to be the issue of

tax-dollar
to enroll
vouchers
for parents
their children
in any
school
denominational
schools.
they may wish,
Indeed,
including
the AJC, ADL,
the American
are
Jewish Congress,
and NJCRAC
to such vouchers
for religious
schools as well as for pri
opposed
vate schools,
both on constitutional
and public
policy
grounds.

COLPA, however, the litigation arm of Agudath Israel, and other
Orthodox religious Jewish NGOs, are in favor. The Supreme
Court

has
tax-funded

never

on the constitutionality
of such
squarely
for religious
schools.
But with
the various

ruled

vouchers

initiatives now pending, itmay be just a matter of time before one
is passed and a litigation challenge to vouchers for such schools

reaches

the court. As

a review

of the cases

would

indicate,

each

side in this battle can cite case law in its favor; and each side

would

be supported

by, if not spearheaded

by, Jewish NGOs.

In thematter of religious symbols on public property, follow
ing on this "separationist" theme, theAJC joined other Christian
and Jewish groups in filing amicus briefs opposing government
sanctioned religious symbols on public property inLynch v. Don

Human
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nolley (1982).62 The U.S. Supreme Court upheld (5-4) the consti

scene as part of its an
tutional right of a city to erect a Nativity
in the eyes of some Jews,
nual Christmas
celebration.
This case,

was so insensitive to any religious sensibility that they said itwas
a mistake for theACLU to have brought this "hard" case in the
first place,

and

an even

greater mistake

for Jewish

organizations

to have participated in it. But in 1986 the ACLU,
?
was

three Jewish NGOs

back

in court again,

joined by the

in the dual

case

of

County of Allegheny v. ACLU.63 This time to challenge not only
the display

of a creche

in a courthouse,

but also

a menorah

dis

play, which was provided by Habad, a branch of the Lubavitch
movement.

hassidic

In this instance,

the secular

and

liberal

Jewish

NGOs challenging the displays were opposed by Habad and the
Orthodox JewishNGOs supporting them. It is a pattern that is in
in the
to characterize
church-state
litigation
going
creasingly
a
the
In
States.
dual and ambivalent
United
ruling,
Supreme Court
scene
unconstitutional
the Nativity
("endorsement
(5-4) declared

of religion"), but upheld the menorah (which had been placed
a Christmas

alongside

tree) as a "secular

expression."

Canada
Jewish
and the role of Canadian
The Canadian
experience,
human rights, contrasts
in the matter of religious
NGOs
sharply
in the United
States. This contrast reflects not
with the situation
of the two countries,
and the
only the different rights cultures
distinct
constitutional
rights perspec
history, but the different
in the U.S.
and
of Jewish NGOs
tives, or Jewish perspectives,
in the manner
in
These
differences
find expression
Canada.
Jewish
both through
which,
strategy and otherwise,
litigation

NGOs

in the two countries have adopted dramatically different, if

the "constitutional
not opposite,
and policies.
Indeed,
principles
invite
Jewish NGOs
of Canadian
ist" and normative
perspectives
"self
one to ask some
the seemingly
about
serious
questions
Jewish organizations.
evident truths" as held out by the American

(i) Canadian Constitutional Law Prior to theCharter of Rights
First,

a word

about

constitutionalism

and context.

It should

be

noted that, for the first 115 years of the Canadian constitutional
experience,

Canada,

unlike

entrenched Bill of Rights.

the United

States,

did

not have

any
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Indeed,

any

inquiry

into the Canadian

constitutional

process

in

the first 115 years of Canadian constitutional history, from 1867

with the powers
reveal a continuing
preoccupation
at the expense
of the rights of the people. More
reform re
traditional
and
constitutional
analysis
particularly,
the federal gov
the division
between
volved
around
of powers
?
ernment and the provinces
known as "legal
federal
otherwise
?
as distinct from the American
ism"
with
limita
preoccupation
to 1982, would
of government

tions on the exercise
of power, whether
federal or state, otherwise
was
known as "civil
The
result
liberties."
that the powers of gov
ernment tended to precede,
if not obscure,
the rights of the peo

ple, when the rights of the people ought to have preceded the

or legal the
of government.
The outcome was a political
powers
was about federalism
or
the constitutional
discourse
ory in which
power, and not about rights or people.
as a "pow
In a word,
law developed
in Canada
constitutional
ers process,"
a battle of
the federal government
arbiters of that process,
courts as the guardians

jurisdictional
rivalry" between
"sovereign
and the provinces,
with the courts as the
rather than as a "rights process"
with the
of those rights. It is not surprising,
there

fore, thatwhile in theUnited States the popular metaphor of the

?
American
Constitution
"life, liberty and the pursuit of happi
?
ness"
is a rights-oriented,
histori
people-oriented
metaphor,
in the Canadian
until the
constitution,
cally the popular metaphor
?
a power
Charter, was
order, and good government"
"peace,
a
with
clear
if
based,
federalist,
government-oriented
metaphor,
not centralist, orientation.
Professor
Bora Laskin, who
later became
Chief Justice of the
Court of Canada,
summed up this pre-Charter
constitu
Supreme
was
tional experience
constitutional
thusly: "The basic
question

which jurisdiction should have the power to work the injustice,
not whether the injustice should be prohibited completely,"64or as
he otherwise put it,"the constitutional issue is simplywhether the
or the Prov
to the Dominion
is competent
suppression
the case may be."65 In this context, Canadian
Jewish
or
like other NGOs,
had no particular
constitu
standing,
basis for "rights-based"
advocacy.

particular
ince, as
NGOs,
tional

Hence, this historical obsession with the division of powers
not only obscured the claims to protection of civil liberties, but
often

the disposition
of the claims
themselves.
or
federalism
Ironically
enough,
legal
"jurisdictional
trespass"
became
the "looking
for the determination
and disposition
glass"
a federal or pro
of civil
liberties
issues. Accordingly,
whenever
statute appeared
to offend against
vincial
civil liberties, the cen

very

determined
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tral question for judges became, "is the alleged denial of civil lib
erties within the legislative competence of the denying legisla

this jurisdictional
ture?" Sometimes
technique worked, more often
it did not. If it did not work, that was the end of the matter, how
ever much
this analysis may have obscured,
let alone denied,
the

civil liberties issue. Even when itworked, it left the disturbing
inference that if the same offensive legislation had been passed by
the competing,
lation, under

yet competent,
this jurisdictional

legislative
logic,

jurisdiction,
would
have

that

legis
necessarily

been held to be valid.
So it was, then, that legislation offending religious human
rightswas either upheld or invalidated on jurisdictional grounds
was
that the legislation
only, i.e., impugned not on the grounds
but that the wrong
enacted
it. Accordingly,
offensive,
legislature
a Quebec
in the Saumur66
case, for example,
City by-law which

effectively prohibited Jehovah's Witnesses from distributing their

tracts was
struck down on the grounds
that it trespassed
religious
on federal jurisdiction
in relation to criminal
law, (i.e. the wrong

jurisdictions enacted it). While

a long line of cases held that

Observance"
federal
legislation was within the exclusive
over criminal
law, not that itmay offend freedom of
jurisdiction
It is not surprising,
constitutional
then, that Canadian
religion.
"Sunday

law does

ligious

not

rights"

in these "re
involvement
any Jewish NGO
for the "rights"
issues were but ad
controversies;

record

juncts to the "jurisdictional" issues, and with NGOs just bystand
ers to an inter-governmental

power

process.

(ii) Freedom of Religion Under theCharter
With the adoption of the Charter of Rights in 1982, and the

of
constitutionalization
There
mation
occurred.
shift" from a "powers
courts as "guardians
of

NGOs

as prospective

an historical
transfor
rights in Canada;
a "paradigm
in Kuhn's
was,
language,67
to a "rights process,"
with
the
process"
as "rights bearers,"
and
rights," citizens

"intervenants"

on behalf

of human

rights.

Now any law that affected freedom of religion, as in the Saumur

of the
was
to challenge
under
vulnerable
above,
S.2(a)
freedom"
to
"fundamental
the
which
everyone
Charter,
guaranteed
and religion."
of "freedom of conscience
case

Accordingly,

in 1985, three years after the adoption of the

in R. v. Big M Drug
Court
of Canada,
the Supreme
Charter,
ob
the
federal Sunday
struck
down
the
Lord's
Mart,6*
Day Act,
on
store
servance
which
mandated
Sundays
closings
legislation
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days on religious
in striking down

and other
nificantly,

i.e., Christian
grounds,
Sig
holidays.
an act that for seventy-five
years had

withstood any constitutional challenge until the advent of the
Charter, Chief JusticeDickson offered the following definition of
freedom

of religion:

"The

essence

of the concept

of freedom

of

religion is the right to entertain such religious beliefs as a person
chooses, the right to declare religious beliefs openly and without
fear of hindrance

or reprisal,

and

the right to manifest

religious

belief by worship and practice or by teaching and dissemina
tion."69

in the Zylberberg10
case,
Likewise,
an Ontario
down
struck
peal
regulation

the Ontario
mandating

Court

of Ap
exer
religious

cises, including prayer in the public schools, on the grounds that
it "imposed

religious
C.C.L.A.

Christian

observances
v. Ontario,12

observances
and
upon non-Christian
pupils,
on non-believers."71
Two
years
later, in
the same

court

struck down

another

regula

tion requiring a public school to devote two periods per week to

on grounds
education
that this was
"Christian"
educa
religious
tion. The government
of Ontario
did not appeal
these decisions,
while
the Canadian
Jewish Congress
in both cases
intervened
to

challenge theOntario legislation as contrary to Section 2(a) of the

that would
in
Charter,
something
surely not have been possible
the pre-Charter
law.
the Charter
a constitutional
has wrought
revolu
Admittedly,
to the point where,
tion in Canada
as Madame
Justice Claire
of the Supreme
L'Heureux-Dube
Court put it in 1987, "the Court
has stretched the cords of liberty more
in five years than the U.S.
the court struck down
and, inter alia,
Supreme Court has in 200";
Sunday Observance
legislation;
legislation
mandating
"religious
in public
school prayer,
and regu
exercises,"
schools;
including
lations requiring
education.
In each of these cases,
Jew
religious

ishNGOs
islation.

intervened to challenge the constitutionality of the leg

Allowing for a hitherto unavailable public advocacy role for

Canadian
Jewish NGOs,
the protection
of religious
human rights,
and the role of Jewish NGOs
in Canada
has otherwise
been re

markably different inCanada than in theUnited States. The chief
distinctions to this effectmay be summarized as follows:
While American JewishNGOs have gone to court to challenge
sanctioned
government
religious
symbols on public property, Ca
nadian
Jewish NGOs
have avoided
controversial
cases.
"creche"
On the contrary, they have supported,
for example,
the building
of

a Succa (symbolic sheltermarking the Jewish
holiday of Succot)
at City Hall inToronto, or a Chai Menorah on the grounds of the
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Manitoba Legislative Assembly tomark the holiday of Hanukkah,
while
being
hall plaza.73

singularly

unconcerned

with

a Christmas

Secondly, while American JewishNGOs
aid

government
have
supported

JewishNGOs

tree at city

have challenged any

to Jewish education,
their Canadian
counterparts
such government
in Canada.
In fact,
assistance

like the Canadian Jewish Congress have even gone

to court to secure government
pre
support for Jewish education
on
the
that
the
absence
of such support constitutes
cisely
grounds

a denial of both the freedom of religion and the equality provi

Charter
of Rights
and Freedoms.
In this
the Canadian
in
have
NGOs
Jewish
Canada
the
therefore,
interpreted
matter
in
of
human
the
and
religious
rights
promotion
protection
to
in a manner
aid to education
of government
exactly
opposite
sions

of

sense,

in the United

their counterparts

States.

Thirdly, whereas JewishNGOs

in theUnited States have been

schools
in limiting government
aid to public
only, and
a
of
have eschewed
any government
state-supported
recognition
and policy grounds,
school
system on both constitutional
private
steadfast

Jewish NGOs
schools

within,

in Canada have sought equal standing for Jewish
for example,

the Quebec

that the public school system in Quebec

school

system,

arguing

and Ontario under the

is effectively
it author
Constitution
Canadian
confessional,
(i.e.,
and Protestant
izes government
aid to Catholic
denominational
In other words,
the constitutional
rather than challenge
schools).

ityof the "confessionality" principle in theQuebec public school

system,
of it.74

they have

sought

to be

recognized

as another

component

have filed amicus
American
Jewish NGOs
whereas
Finally,
a variety of breaches
of the wall of separation,
briefs challenging
the constitutional
have not espoused
Jewish NGOs
Canadian
prin
on
S.29 of the Canadian
the
basis
of
of
Instead,
ciple
separation.
the "confession
Charter of Rights, which
incorporates
expressly
constitu
B.N.A.
from
of
the
S.93
Act, effectively
ality" principle

tionalizing the role of the state in religion, Canadian
even welcomed,
have accepted,
government
in Canada
matters.
Jewish NGOs
Indeed,
religious

NGOs

Jewish

in
involvement
are now seiz

ing on this "confessionality" principle, and the equality rights

to seek support for government
in S.15 of the Charter,
principle
to Jewish schools.
assistance
above may
described
that the different approaches
It appears

be attributed to the divergent political and legal culture of the two
countries.

around

Whereas
an "individual

American
rights"

constitutionalism
theory and culture,

is organized
con
Canadian
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stitutionalism

is organized

as much

around

group

rights and

com

munitarian sensibilities as individual rights. It is a legal culture,
reflected both in the provisions protecting group rights and indi
vidual rights in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, as
in the case
law interpreting and applying
the Charter.75
the
Canadian
Court's
definition
the values
of
Indeed,
Supreme
a
"free
in
and
democratic
like
Canada
have
underlying
society"
to
cluded
reference
"cultural
and
iden
express
group
pluralism
as

well

tity."
the United
Moreover,
between
church
tionship

for its part, eschews
States,
and state. For the mainstream

Jewish NGOs,
this notion of "separationism"
emerges
article
of faith as a principle
of constitutionalism.

any rela
American
as much an
In Canada,

however, the Charter of Rights acknowledges the relationship or

as far as denominational
of the two, certainly
co-mingling
rights
are concerned,
a principle
in education
upheld
by the Supreme
Court of Canada,76 with Canadian
Jewish NGO
support.
the
socio-cultural
States has
Likewise,
imaging of the United
or
been that of a "melting
a
at
least,
pot,"
legal culture uncom
as a cultural,
fortable with the recognition
of "multiculturalism"
norm. By contrast,
let alone juridical
in Canada
the socio-cultural
?
while
"multiculturalism"
imaging has been that of a "mosaic,"

a highly divisive code word in the U.S.

lexicon?

is entrenched

as a constitutional
norm in Section
27 of the Canadian
Charter of
and
Freedoms.77
Rights
the United
no reference
States Constitution
to
makes
Indeed,
the
while
Canadian
of
Charter
in its opening
Pream
God,
Rights,
of a Canada
founded
that recognize
ble, speaks
upon principles
the "supremacy
of God and the rule of law."78
are fond to point out, the
As sociologists
idiom of
organizing

American constitutionalism is that of "the right to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness," while the organizing idiom of Ca
nadian

if not Canadian

culture, has been that of
as Edgar
Frie
reflective,
government,"
to public author
"deference
denberg pointed out, of the Canadian
?
at least in the pre-Charter
culture.
ity"
born of revolution ?
and having endured
Finally, Americans,
the ravages
of a Civil War ?
tend to regard their government
as
more adversary
than ally. Canadians,
a
of
products
parliamentary
tend to regard their
system and spared the fall-out of revolution,
as more friend than foe,
is
government
though the rights culture
"peace,

constitutionalism,
order and good

increasinglymodifying that notion.
But

Canada

even apart
and United

from

different

States,

there

constitutions
and cultures
in
is also a different Jewish sensi
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bility regarding the particular promotion and protection of relig
ious human rights, and a different public advocacy deployed to
achieve
in the United
it. For example,
States the notion of separa
tion of church and state not only protects Jews from "established"
but protects
them from their own inner religious
estab
religion,
re
lishment as well.
In Canada,
Jews have been more generally

sponsive to a traditional sensibility, which influences their ap
proach and sensibility regarding religious human rights as a

whole.

in the United
States,
activist
organizations

Moreover,
secular
largely

Jewish NGOs
?
even
with

have

been

religiously

JewishNGOs more prominently associated with Reform Judaism

a "separationist"
In Canada,
Jewish
espousing
ideology.
while
also
secular
activist
tend to have a
NGOs,
organizations,
more
"traditionalist"
while
Jewish NGOs
sensibility,
religious
tend to be more
a
and traditional,
while
orthodox,
eschewing
"separationist"
ideology.
The mainstream
American
Jewish NGOs,
like other human
are highly
and "secularized"
"Americanized"
in
rights NGOs,
more "tribal"
their identity, eschewing
let alone
configurations,
aid for Jewish "parochial"
Jew
education.
Canadian
government
ish NGOs,
like other Canadian
assert
ethno-cultural
the
NGOs,
?
or Jewish ?
"ethno-cultural"
of their identity;
configuration
?
as
and they seek government
schools
support for their "Jewish"
much as an expression
to which
of the multicultural
mosaic
they
as an assertion
of the "tribal"
for their devel
belong,
requisites
if not as a "people."
The factums of
opment as a "community,"
and

the Jewish appellants
in the Adler
case,79 and of the intervenant
resonate with a communitarian
Canadian
Jewish Congress,
and
traditionalist
Jewish discourse
and sensibility
that would
simply
be inconceivable
in the amicus
briefs of the secular
and liberal
American
Jewish NGOs.
?
the legal
Jewish
Fourth, American
lawyers and academics

support system for American
strategy

?

have

ion" (ACLU)

largely

shared

Jewish NGOs

an "American

in their litigation

Civil

Liberties

Un

sensibility; they can be found, therefore, for the

in church-state
part, on the same side as the ACLU
litiga
In Canada,
the core NGO
Jewish
of Canadian
group
support
have
and academics
their Jewish and human
lawyers
regarded
as
and an
sensibilities
and
convergent,
rights
complementary

most

tion.

chored in the values of equality, human dignity, group identity,
multiculturalism and the like, a community sensibility. These are
also

the very values

that the Canadian

courts,

and

the Canadian
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have held out as the normative
referents of a "free
constitution,
and democratic
society."
It is not surprising,
im
case, the most
then, that in the Adler
case
to
the
have
Court
of
church-state
reached
portant
Supreme
Jewish
NGOs
and
the
Canadian
Civil
Canadian
Liberties
Canada,
were on opposite
Association
sides of the issue. Indeed,
(CCLA)

while

the CCLA

mainstream
could never
nadian
support

factums could well have been written by the

American
have

Jewish
them.

been

NGOs,

secular

and
liberal
Jewish NGOs,
or
argued
supported by the mainstream
or the legal academics
and lawyers

they
Ca
who

In addition, it is interesting to note that the very litigation

Indeed, Ca
strategy is itself more of an American
phenomenon.
even with
nadian
Jewish NGOs,
the advent of the Charter
and
to prefer parlia
their prospective
role as intervenants,
continue
which has not yet been
im
mentary or representational
advocacy,
the
Charter
culture.
the
however,
by
poverished
Admittedly,
is operating
Charter
its own rights-based
and
interven
litigation

tion strategy in Canada.
the American
Jewish NGOs
have not only focused
Indeed,
more on a litigation strategy than their Canadian
as
counterparts,
set forth above,
but the very notion of a "litigation"
is
strategy

absent from the Canadian
Jewish NGO
and
Moreover,
approach.
as part of their litigation
Jewish NGOs
have
strategy, American
a "strategic
that is far more
devel
developed
public
advocacy"
and
funded
than
their
Canadian
cohorts.
oped, organized
while Canadian
Jewish NGOs
like the Canadian
Accordingly,
a historic contribution
Jewish Congress
made
to the development
and adoption
of a Canadian
Charter
of Rights,
their
anchoring
a
in
with
the
Charter
and
its
public advocacy
"kinship"
underlying
normative
their actual
court
interventions
have been
referents,
more ad hoc than strategic, and more
insular than the broad-based

of their American
Jewish counterparts.
public advocacy
In other words, with some notable
Canadian
Jew
exceptions,
or obliged
ish NGOs
have been prepared,
for budgetary
consid
to consign
"human
to other human
erations,
rights" advocacy
a more narrow, and lim
for themselves
rights NGOs,
reserving
of their role in Charter
to one where
ited, conception
litigation
there was a direct "Jewish nexus." Effectively,
then, they have not
embraced
the principle
that guided American
Jewish NGO
in
in the religious
volvement
the
that
human
cases,
liberty
namely,
be respected
and secured
in the degree
that
rights of Jews would
the rights of all people were safeguarded
and respected.
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themselves
from human
Also,
rights litigation
by absenting
a
not
where
did
Jewish
Canadian
discern
Jewish
nexus,
they
in a prospective
NGOs
"adverse
im
unsuspectingly
acquiesced
as
matters
this
of
in
for
Jewish
such
from
concern,
litigation
pact"

the equality rights litigation.

in the U.S.,
the ab
Most
importantly, and unlike the situation
on
sence of a clear
in situations
these
issues resulted
strategy

where the Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC) did not intervene in
even where

cases

a Jewish

nexus

historic

was

cases,
"Sunday Observance"
interest and consequence
for Canadian

such
discernible,
outcome was
whose

as

in the

of direct

Jewry.

To be fair, theCJC, like anyNGO, had to adjust commitments

to capacities;
of any legal department within
and, in the absence
the organization,
such as exists with the American
Jewish NGOs,
its court involvement was necessarily
much more restrained. Nev
to map out its interven
the CJC did not appear
ertheless, while
as equality
tions in such matters
liberty as
rights and religious
did the
strategy as, for example,
part of an overall
litigation
on equality
Fund (LEAF)
Women's
Education
and Action
Legal

and gender issues , the CJC and the League forHuman Rights of

an important contribution
in the cases and
B'nai
B'rith did make
areas where
did
intervene.
they
In particular, mention
should be made of two areas where Ca
in every case before the courts:
nadian
Jewish NGOs
intervened
to justice. For
hate speech and the bringing of Nazi war criminals
reasons of brevity, this discussion
will now focus on one of them,
an issue which will
serve as a major
case
hate speech,
equally
of American
and Cana
study of the contrasting
public advocacy
of combating
dian
Jewish NGOs
in the matter
discriminatory

practices.

The Role of Jewish NGOs in Combating Violations
and the U.S.
Human Rights in Canada

of

focus on two areas where Cana
however
dra
made
significant,
to
dis
the
contributions
different,
against
protection
matically
?
em
in
discrimination
and
hate
crimination
namely,
speech
on
of
religion.
grounds
ployment
The

dian

discussion
following
NGOs
and American

will

have
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Hate

as a Discriminatory

Speech

Practice:

The Constitutionality of Anti-Hate Legislation
is one

If there

area

and

issue

that has

galvanized

the involve

ment of every single Canadian JewishNGO, it has been the right
of minorities to protection against group vilifying speech. Indeed,
all of themajor Canadian JewishNGOs supported the enactment
of

earlier
and
federal
law, as they had supported
anti-discrimination
and have regarded
such
legislation,
as part of the genre of legislation
legislation
protecting,

the anti-hate

provincial
anti-hate
inter alia,

against discriminatory
practices.
in support of the consti
intervened
Moreover,
they have also
case
of the legislation
in every hate speech
that has
tutionality
come before the Supreme
Court of Canada,
including
supporting
the constitutionality
of the criminal
law remedy, or "group
libel"

legislation, prohibiting the public and willful promotion of hatred
an

against

identifiable

group.

Admittedly, American Jewish human rightsNGOs might be

surprised

to

responsible

learn that their Canadian
counterparts
for the enactment
of Canada's
anti-hate

were

largely
to
legislation

begin with, let alone the interventionof Canadian Jewish NGOs

in all the "hate speech"
cases
in support of the constitutionality
of
For unlike the Canadians,
such legislation.
all the major American
Jewish NGOs
as protected
under the
regard hate speech
speech
First Amendment,
and have filed amicus
briefs in support of the

or have challenged
of hate speech,
constitutionality
legislation
it.
seeking to combat
What
is a comprehensive
of the
follows,
therefore,
snapshot
of American
and Canadian
Jewish NGOs
in
contrasting
positions
hate speech
denial hate speech directed
litigation using Holocaust
Jews as a case-study.
are deeply
What
against
emerges
divergent

views not only from a legal or rights perspective, but also from a
cultural-religious or Jewish one, reflecting not only the different
legal cultures that these Jewish NGOs inhabit, but the different
Jewish

perspectives

of the NGOs

themselves.

_American_

1 Free speech

issue

2 Absolutist Approach ?
All
hate speech is protected
?
no limits
speech
3

Individual

rights

_Canadian_

Equality
Practice

issue?

Discriminatory

?
Balancing Approach
Competing
The
of
minorities to
Right:
right
protection against group vilifying
speech
?
Group rights
rights of minorities
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Content neutral

Context

no reference to
to
Jews as victim,
Holocaust,
or to historical oppression of
Jews

Historically grounded: reference to
and "catastrophic effects
Holocaust
of racism," to Jews as target, and as
historically oppressed group
Abhorrent speech ?
parliament as
?
protector
minority as target

5 Ahistorical:

6

Advocacy

Political speech: government
as censor ?
establishment as

target
7 Underlying values of free
?
of
speech
marketplace
ideas, democratic participa
tion, individual self
realization ?
need to be pro
moted and protected
8 No reference to international
law

?

U.S.

not

even

a

state

Party to International Con
vention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimi

nation (CERD)

9 No

reference to international

jurisprudence
10 No comparative perspective
?
no reference to legislative
and judicial experience of
other "free and democratic
societies"
11 No reference to U.S. as a
multicultural
society, or to
multiculturalism

as

a norma

tive referent

relevant

Agreement on promotion and pro
tection of underlying values of free
speech; but hate speech regarded as
of each of these values
"assaultive"

law as "relevant and
persuasive authority"; Canada as
state party to both ICCPR and
CERD, which prohibit hate speech
as a discriminatory practice
International

Reference to international jurispru
dence prohibiting hate speech
Reference to comparative jurispru
dence of other free and democratic
societies; courts uphold anti-hate
legislation in order that, inter alia,
such societies remain free and
democratic
Canada held out as multicultural
as a con
society, multiculturalism
stitutional norm, and hate speech as
an assault on multiculturalism

12 No

"harm-based rationale"
regarding injury caused by
hate speech

"Harm-based"
rationale for limiting
hate speech regarded as injurious to
members of the target group, to the
target group itself, and to society as
a whole

13 Anti-hate legislation will lead
us inevitably down the slip
pery slope into censorship

Danger of different "slippery slope"
not into censorship but into hate ?
"a swift slide into a marketplace
of
ideas, inwhich bad ideas flourish
and good ideas die"

14 The value/virtue

The more that hate speech is toler
?
ated the more it is likely to occur
the "paradox of tolerance" is that it
breeds more intolerance

of tolerance
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15 The answer to hate speech
more speech

is

speech is desirable and always
possible; but hate speech silences its
victims

More

In a word, Canadian JewishNGOs

have regarded hate speech

not as pro
not as "protected"
speech;
speech, but as "assaultive"
free speech, but as assaultive
tective of the core values underlying
soci
to a free and democratic
not as contributing
of these values;
a
a
multicul
as
but
of
such
destructive
ety,
society, particularly
tural domestic

polity;

not as

expressive

of the autonomy

of

the

individual, but as assaultive of the inherentdignity of the human

not as "political
let alone the equal dignity of all persons;
as
as
"abhorrent
the
but
with
censor,
government
speech"
speech"
as protector;
not as a
as targets ?
and parliament
with minorities
as protected
but as
"libertarian"
issue, with hate speech
speech,
person,

as a discriminatory
issue, and hate speech
practice;
equality
?
or the com
as abstracted
from international
obligations
?
but
societies
of other free and democratic
experience
parative
such
as anchored
human
in international
rights law, prohibiting
or in the jurisprudence
of other liberal democ
racist hate speech;
an

not

such anti-hate
have upheld
remain free and democratic.

racies which
such societies

legislation

in order

that

case study
the hate speech controversy
is a dramatic
Clearly,
the American
between
and Canadian
of the contrasts
legal cul
different per
tures. It is also a looking glass
into the dramatically
?
?
the public
and sensibilities
advocacy
underlying
spectives
In a word,
the sensibil
Jewish NGOs.
of American
and Canadian
as secular,
individualis
Jewish NGO
appears
ity of the American
?
an
"American"
and
ahistorical
tic, libertarian,
sensibility.
as
But the sensibility
of the Canadian
Jewish NGOs
appears
a
a
in
word,
historical;
multicultural,
communitarian,
egalitarian,

a "Jewishly
distinct"
ethno-cultural-religious
sensibility,
?
own
or
me
with
its
souviens
Je
Zachor
(Re
advocacy
public
?
to the dynamics
and dis
and not entirely unrelated
member)
course of "distinct
in the Canadian
polity.
society"
Jewish

in Employment on Grounds
Combating Discrimination
of Religion in Canadian
and American Law:
The Role of Jewish NGOs
In June

1994,

discrimination,"

in an important case80 involving "adverse
Court of Canada
reversed
the Supreme

a

impact
lower
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court opinion which had upheld the refusal of a Catholic School

to compensate
Jewish
for loss of pay for not
teachers
on
court relied on a line of
In
the
Yom
so,
working
Kippur.
doing
law in the mat
in
and
anti-discrimination
principles
precedents81
Board

ter of religion which Canadian JewishNGOs had helped establish

in those cases.
through their interventions
nexus
the
"Jewish"
clear
notwithstanding

dian JewishNGO

(Interestingly
in this case,

enough,
no Cana

intervened in the litigation.)

the court held that adverse
In particular,
impact discrimination
reasons adopts
an employer
for genuine business
will arise where
a rule or standard which
is on its face neutral, and which will ap

ply equally to all employees, but which has a different and dis

or group of employees
effect upon another employee
criminatory
of
based on a prohibited
discrimination,
i.e., religion. This
ground
can
to
the court in
be
and
guide
expected
proposition
principle
cases of this kind.

In the United States, both the litigation process and the out

come
tive,

have been dramatically
different. From a statutory perspec
law is similar to the protection
the American
against
relig

ious discrimination in Canadian legislation with Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibiting discrimination in employ
ment on the basis of religion, while Section 70(j) was added to
as follows:
in 1972. It defines "religion"
VII by amendment
observance
term
all
includes
of
"The
aspects
religious
'religion'
an employer
as well
as belief, unless
demonstrates
and practice,
an
to
to
accommodate
that he is unable
employee's
reasonably
on the
or practice without
undue hardship
observance
religious
Section
U.S.C.
business"
conduct of the employer's
(42
2000e(j)).
in similar cases,82 the U.S.
in its decision
However,
Supreme
so as to place
rela
Court has interpreted this provision
narrowly,
to
an
to
on
refuse
restraint
little
ability
provide
employer's
tively
the American
accommodation.
Supreme
Regrettably,
religious

Title

Court has tended to interpretthe legislation through the principle

rather than that of the free exercise
of the establishment
clause,
to
the court has appeared
clause
of the First Amendment.
Indeed,

ignore the fact that the principle of the disestablishment of relig
ion was

itself

rooted

in the Free

Exercise

Clause,

and

that "the

spirit, if not the letterof this clause points to the conclusion that
Title VII should be interpreted to afford meaningful protection
against

religious

The court's

discrimination."83

is inconsistent with the principle

interpretation
?
?
or lack of accommodation
discrimination
that religious
as any other type of discrimination.
should be treated as seriously
of legisla
involves
the court has done
Since what
interpretation
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the matter
is susceptible
doctrine,
are
and American
Jewish NGOs

tion, rather than constitutional
to correction
by the Congress,

now engaged in helping to draft legislation to provide greater

for observant members
discrimination
protection
against
religious
some
of all faiths. It is not without
that these
irony, however,
same NGOs
the very "separationism"
and dises
helped
develop

tablishment jurisprudence that has been used to inhibit the free

exercise

clause

and

the protection

tion.

What

against

discrimina

religious

Can the Role of Jewish NGOs in the Promotion and
Protection of Religious Human Rights Teach Us?

Some

summary

observations:

The

foregoing

analysis

of

the

role of JewishNGOs not only confirms the anchorage of religious
?

human

rights

in the pantheon

of international

human

rights

law

which cynics and skeptics alike will regard as trite law and trite
?
observation
but it demonstrates
the persuasive
authority of in
ternational
law in the matter of human rights, and the efficacy that
can be made of it. In a word, whether
it be the struggle for the re
human
or the constitu
of
ligious
rights
oppressed
Jewry abroad,
at
of
anti-hate
international
human
tionality
home,
legislation
in
law
the
matter
of
a sig
human
has
had
rights
religious
rights
nificant
impact.
For example,
in the case of the former Soviet Union,
preoccu
law and legitimacy,
the invocation
of interna
pied as itwas with
tional

law and

by Jewish NGOs

remedy

were

crucial

instruments

it. For

its part,

in the "mobilization of shame against theAchilles heel of the hu

man

rights violator,"

as Andre

Supreme Court of Canada,
anti-hate

Sakharov

put

the

in upholding the constitutionality of

invoked
international
legislation,
law, adduced
by Jew
as a "relevant
ish intervenor NGOs,
and persuasive
authority."84
On both the levels of principle
as well as tactics
and precedent ?
and strategy ?
the observation
may be trite, but the law is not.
The principle
of separationism ?
or the "wall of separation"
between
church and state ?
is as much
as it is
"culture
bound"
For
how
to
else
that American
and Cana
"rights-based."
explain
dian Jewish NGOs
have come down on opposite
sides of church
state issues
in the matter of state aid to religious
or
education,

religious symbols on public property. For the Canadian Jewish
NGO, it is a matter both of the free exercise of religion, and the
equality

of all

religions,

can Jewish NGO,

and

should

be

supported.

For

the Ameri

it is a matter of the establishment of religion
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and should be rejected. One thing, however,
is clear: For both sets
of NGOs,
church-state
issues are part of the larger struggle for
human rights, and central to their respective
agendas.
the contrasting
and American
Canadian
Jewish
Similarly,
NGO
to the constitutionality
of anti-hate
approaches
legislation

?

reflected in the earlier snapshot of the syntax of opposing legal

?
arguments
represent not only
ferent views of equality.
Indeed,
ferent not only from the Canadian,

"two views of liberty,"
the American
perspective
but from the European,

but dif
is dif

Asian,
and Latin American
Jewish NGOs,
views on hate
whose
are more
more egali
communitarian
than individualistic,
speech
tarian than libertarian,
and more
In a
inclusive
than exclusive.
save for American
for all Jewish NGOs,
ones, combating
word,
African,

racist hate propaganda is not only a compelling issue of fighting
on grounds

discrimination

NGO

of religion,

but a priority

on the Jewish

agenda, again reflecting the converging influence of legal

cultures

and NGO

sensibilities.

One of themore interestingfindings of this inquiry is that the

articulated

major

premise

for Jewish NGO

advocacy

in the matter

of religious human rights reposes in the teachings of the Jewish
religion itself. Indeed, the teachings of the Jewish religion find
expression

in the very mission

statements

of

the Jewish NGOs,

which speak of the responsibility that Jews have for the "repair"
as they do for each other; or that the saving of a sin
of the world,
life
tantamount
to saving the entire world,
we are
is
because
gle
all created
in the image of God.
But an even more encouraging
outcome
of this inquiry is the
of
the
that
each
of
the major
appreciation
importance
religions
to religious
attaches
human rights, and the principle
of universal

?

itywhich finds expression in the teachings of themajor religions

the notion that all human beings have been created
in the im
not
out
of
God.
This
holds
much
and
age
only
promise
hope for
the value
and validity
of inter-faith dialogue,
but also for joint
NGO
in the promotion
and protection
"trans-religious"
advocacy
of religious
human rights. Such "trans-religious,"
and where
ap
trans-national
around a universalist
propriate,
advocacy
organized
perspective

and

principle

can be an enormously

powerful

and

ef

fective voice in the struggle for human rights and human dignity
in our time.

Furthermore, the advocacy and litigation strategyof themajor
American Jewish human rightsNGOs in the matter of religious
human rightsproceeds from the assumption that the "human rights
of Jews would be respected and secured to the degree that the
rights of all people were safeguarded and respected." Again, this
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not only reaffirms the importance of religious human rights to the
larger agenda

of human

rights but the importance

of religious

man rights to the JewishNGO agenda
Accordingly, most of the cases inwhich Jewish NGOs

hu

filed

this principle
amicus briefs were on behalf of non-Jews. But while
it can also be a double-edged
is to be welcomed,
sword. To the
extent that the Jewish NGO
to challenge
intervenes
the constitu
are
of
and
of
that
the
mainstream
tionality
part
policies
practices

Christian sensibility, they run the risk not of being respected for
their intervention, but of being resented for it.
?
or humanization
The internationalization
of
of human rights
?
international
law
has been paralleled
by the internationali
zation of Jewish NGO
it is arguable
that itwas
Indeed,
advocacy.

the early
internationalization
of Jewish NGO
around
advocacy
human rights that may have
religious
inspired the Jewish contri
bution to the development
of international
human rights law as a
trans
whole.
As well,
in an increasingly
universe,
interdependent
national
of the
may be the defining characteristic
public advocacy
human rights NGO
of the twenty-first century. Accordingly,
trans
national

religious

Jewish NGO
in the promotion
and protection
of
advocacy
serve as both case-study
human
and model
rights may

for strategic advocacy by human rightsNGOs

in thematter of the

and protection
of human rights generally.
promotion
The
struggle for Jewish religious
rights in the decade
will contain
its own internal struggle for gender equality.

ahead
Indeed,

while the plight of agunot ismore a struggle for equality than it is
?
for religion,
a
this denial of equality
is rooted in religion
itself
matter which may presage
the struggle for equality
in all religions
as part of the larger struggle for human rights itself?
and central
to the NGO
role in the promotion
and protection
of religious
hu
man rights.
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